
 Honeywell RESIDENTIAL AND BUILDING CONTROL

GUIDE SPECIFICATION

FOR THE ENGINEER

W7620  Zone Controller
Water Source Heat Pump
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The W7620 Zone Controller  provides customized control of HVAC zone  equipment. This controller fur-
nishes application flexibility, direct digital control, easy  installation and programming, and increased quip-
ment  reliability. The controller can  also be part of a network system through a  RS-485 network of com-
patible controllers  and interface units running CNAP (Control  Network Automation Protocol). Networking
the controllers  allows for data access and data reporting as well as control of interrelated energy manage-
ment routines.  The W7620 Zone Controller provides analog and digital inputs and outputs for control of
Water Source Heat Pump equipment.

The W7620 directly replaces  most multistage low voltage thermostats. It features:
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A. GENERAL

Distributed DDC  (Direct Digital Control) -

P+I (Proportional plus Integral) temperature control

Modular  hardware for point expansion and cost control

EPROM algorithm and parameter  storage, i.e., no battery  necessary

Hand-held service and configuration tool (S7610-POT)
- Password protected functions
- Network access to any W7620
- space sensor  or  direct connection
Unoccupied  bypass via space sensor with network run time accumulation and network initiated call
for  central pumps

Analog control through a digital output to a heat, cool, or humidifier stage

Distributed  demand limit control via networked controllers

Intelligent Recovery™  (selectable ramp rate  based on outdoor air) with network facilitated call for
central  pumps

IBM  PC-AT compatible Windows  configuration software

CNAP  compatible

A.1 OVERVIEW - The contractor shall furnish, install, and place in operating  condition an HVAC
control  system  described herein. All units shall be located in accordance with the plans.

A.2 TYPE O F  SYSTEM

A.2.1 Major System Functions
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A.2.1.1

A.2.1.2

A.2.1.3

A.2.1.4

A.2.1.5

A.2.1.6

A.2.1.7

A.2.1.8

A.2.1.9

A.2.1.10

A.2.1.11

A.2.1.12

A.2.1.13

A.2.1.14

A.2.1.15

Distributed DDC

Network Communication Capability - RS-485 network  and CNAP
software on an IBM  PC-AT or compatible PC.

Provide proportional  plus integral temperature  control.

Control single or multistage compressors  with  optional auxiliary heat.

Offer automatic or  manual heat/cool  changeover with flexible deadband.

Platinum RTD (Resistive Temperature Device) allowing fast response to
temperature  changes.

Permit 365-day  schedule assignment through the  CNAP network and the
network  interface unit  or occupied/unoccupied  toggle from a dry or
24 volt contact closure.

Provide flexible duration unoccupied bypass period capability through
either the space sensor digital input or the network.

Allow remote sensor setpoint  adjustment potentiometer.

Allow for sensor  averaging  of 4, 9 or 16 sensors.

Allow for free cooling from central  loop water.

Allow for digital input or network initiated demand limit control
consisting of a programma ble setpoint  shift.

Allow for analog control of a digital output.

Allow for data-logging and trending  through  the network interface unit
with retrieval from  a  local or remote  PC.

Allow all  input, output,  and program  points to be accessible and
changeable through  the network configuration  tool  or  hand-held
service  tool.

A.22 Major System Components

A.2.2.1 W7620  Zone Controller

A.2.2.2 W7621 Input Point Expansion Board (optional)

A.2.2.3 W7622 Output Point Expansion  Board (optional)

A.2.2.4 T7660 Space Temperature  Sensor

A.2.2.5 S7610  POT  (Portable Operator’s Terminal)

A.2.2.6 C7100A  Return Air Sensor (optional-primary  or monitoring)

A.2.2.7 C7100A  Discharge  Air Sensor  (optional-monitoring)
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B. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

A.3 CODES AND STANDARDS

A.3.1 The  system shall comply with applicable provisions of ASHRAE  90-75.

A.3.2 These  specifications are based on equipment from Honeywell  to set a standard for
design and quality.

A.4 WIRING - All wiring meets National Electrical Code and local electrical codes.

A.5 TESTING GUARANTEE SERVICE

A.5.1 Prior to installation, the contractor shall provide copies of submittals.

A.S.2 The contractor is responsible  for assuring that  conduit and wire  quantity, size, and
type are suitable for the equipment  supplied.

A.S.3 Upon  completion,  the contractor shall conduct a total system test for the owner  and
engineer.

A.S.4 All components, parts, and assemblies supplied by the manufacturer shall be
guaranteed against defects in materials and  workmanship for 12 months. Warranty
service shall be performed by the contractor.

The  heating and cooling  setpoints  shall be individually adjustable for both  the occupied and
unoccupied periods. The  controller shall have a configurable deadband (no heating or cooling stages
shall operate  within this deadband). Space temperature  deviation above the cooling  setpoint  or below
the heating setpoint  shall generate a demand  signal to control  the system as follows:

B.l HEATING

B.l . l The controller shall  control the heating outputs based on the demand signal
communicated  from the controller algorithm, taking into account  either space
temperature  or return  air temperature  deviation (proportional error)  and the
duration of that  temperature  deviation (integral error). Both proportional  and
integral gains shall be user  configurable.

B. 1.2 Auxiliary heat shall control  a configurable number  of degrees below heating setpoint
on heat pump systems.

B.2 COOLING

B.2.1 The  controller shall control  the cooling outputs based on the demand signal
communicated from the controller algorithm, taking into account either space
temperature  or return  air temperature deviation (proportional error)  and the
duration  of that  temperature  deviation (integral error). Both proportional and
integral gains shall be user  configurable.

B.2.2 A water pipe thermostat or network flag may be used to generate a digital signal
indicating the capability of the water loop  to provide free cooling. The  system
shall operate  as follows:



B.4      UNOCCUPIED MODE (SETBACK, SETUP) - Initiation of the unoccupied mode (heating
setback or cooling setup) shall  be either comman ded from  the network including a network
interface unit OR can be  hardwired  to a 24 volt or dry contact closure (e.g., time clock,
occupancy  sensor, BMS). The controller  will remain in the unoccupied mode until the
network  input is changed and the  digital input is opened or  the bypass switch is closed.
If power is lost, upon return  the controller shall  default to the occupied mode.

B.5 SETPOINT RECOVERY FROM OCCUPIED TO UNOCCUPIED - The  controller  shall
allow for configuration  of two  heat and two cool recovery  ramp rates and configuration  of
one  heat and one  cool outdoor air break points at which the ramp rate  calculation is  made.
With that information the  algorithm selects the optimum  time and ramp rate to begin
building warmup or  cool-down to meet setpoint  at occupied start  time. The system shall
allow for the network  request and verification that the  central  pumps are on before
enabling any compressor stage.

B.6 BYPASS - Controller  shall allow for a  flexible duration bypass period from  the unoccupied
setpoints  to occupied setpoints  from  the T7660 sensor  push button, band-held service  tool
or PC.

B.7 OVERRIDE - All other input and output points can be set in a temporary  override condition
through the hand-held service tool or PC.

B.8 FAN OPERATION

B.8.1 Fan  operation  shall be  selectable between  constant or intermittent  during the  occupied
and unoccupied periods.

8.82 Intermittent fan operation shall be selectable between  cycling with  cooling  only  or
cycling with both heating and cooling.

B.9 HEATING AND COOLING OPERATION CYCLE RATES - The control  shall allow for
configurable cycle rates  between 2 and 12 cycles per  hour at 50% ON/OFF duty cycle.
The configurable  cycle rate includes the minimum ON, minimum  OFF, and minimum
interstage  times which  will be enforced  as  per the  chart below:

B.2.2.1 Free Cooling Available From  Water Loop  - On a call  for  cooling, the
system shall enable either a modulating valve, digital valve or  stage
to provide  free  cooling. If the water loop does not meet the space
demand, the system  shall call for mechanical cooling to satisfy
programmed  setpoints.

B.2.2.2 Cooling Not Available From  Water Loop  - On a call for  cooling the
mechanical cooling  shall  be energized to satisfy  programmed
setpoints.



B.10

B. l l

8.12

8.13

B.14

DEMAND LIMIT CONTROL - The  control  shall  allow for either network initiated or
digital input initiated demand limit control and shall include a configurable shift in the
current control  setpoint  (occupied or unoccupied, heating or cooling) for the duration of tbe
demand condition.

ANALOG INPUT CONTROL OF A DIGITAL OUTPUT - The control shall allow for
either network initiated or analog voltage input initiated control  of a digital output.
Violation of the configured  analog alarm limit shall cause an output to be staged ON. This
could be wired  in parallel to a heating or cooling stage.

POWER INTERRUPTION - The system  shall provide random restaging of heating or
cooling  equipment upon restoration of paver. The  restaging operation shall occur
according  to minimum stage operation times incorporated in the controller and an
additional random factor from 15 seconds to 3 minutes. The  algorithms and programmable
parameters shall remain stable in EPROM and EEPROM with  no need for battery backup.

CALIBRATION - No calibration and no adjustment shall be required.

SECURITY - The control shall allow for programming functions to be protected via
password levels in the interface devices (hand-held service tool and network  configuration
tool).
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C. IAJOR  EQUIPMENT

Base Unit (without cover)

Input Expansion Boards

Output  Expansion Point Board

Sensor and Accessories

conomizer  Logic  Module
nthalpy  sensor
witching  Relay
alve  Actuator
amper  Actuator

w
w
w

7620D1009
7620D1017

W7620D1025
W7620D1033
W7620E1006
W7620E1014
W7620E1022
W7620E1030
W7621  F1003

input
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